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U5: a calibrated variable-polarization synchrotron
adiation beam line in the vacuum-ultraviolet range

aurent Nahon and Christian Alcaraz

SU5 is a high-resolution variable-polarization synchrotron radiation �SR� beam line with which linear
and circular dichroism experiments are performed in the vacuum ultraviolet �VUV� range �5–40 eV�,
based on an electromagnetic crossed undulator called the Onduleur Plan�Helicoı̈dal du Lure à Induction
Electromagnétique �OPHELIE�. To get precise knowledge of the polarization state of the emitted SR
and to take into account the polarization transformations induced by reflection on the various optics, we
set up an in situ VUV polarimeter to provide a precise and complete polarization analysis of the SR at the
sample location. The overall measured polarization performances were highly satisfactory, with mea-
sured linear polarization rates of more than 98% �83%� in the vertical �horizontal� linear polarization
mode and an average 92.1% �95.2%� circular polarization rate for the right- �left�-handed circular
polarization mode, which, to our knowledge, are the highest reported values in the VUV range. Despite
some uneven photon energy efficiency, the OPHELIE crossed undulator behaves as expected in terms of
polarization, permitting full control of the emitted polarization by manipulation of the vertical-to-
horizontal magnetic field ratio ��und� and the relative longitudinal phase ��und�. © 2004 Optical Society
of America

OCIS codes: 120.2130, 340.6720, 300.6540, 230.6080, 120.5700.
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. Introduction

olarization, as a geometric characteristic of light,
as long been considered an efficient tool with which
o probe the geometrical and symmetrical properties
f matter by linear dichroism and circular dichroism
CD� experiments that were initially developed for
he ultraviolet �UV�–visible range. In the past sev-
ral decades the use of variable so-called exotic po-
arizations, namely, rotatable linear and circular, in
he vacuum ultraviolet �VUV� and x-ray ranges has
llowed one to gather interesting insights into the
nisotropic properties of matter. This anisotropy,
.e., handedness, may have a structural, magnetic,
lectronic, spin, or chiral origin.1,2 Pioneering circu-
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arly polarized synchrotron radiation �SR� beam
ines3 were based on off-plane bending magnet radi-
tion in which flux and circular polarization rates �Pc�
ad to be compromised. An alternative could be the
se of reflection-based polarizers to circularly polar-

ze an initially linearly polarized beam,4,5 but this
ould be detrimental to tunability and versatility
nd introduce additional complexity. On the long-
avelength side of the spectrum, circularly polarized
R in the UV range can be obtained with fast switch-

ng of the helicity �several tens of kilohertz� by the use
f photoelastic modulators that act as quarter-wave
lates, permitting the performance of CD experi-
ents with high sensitivity. Such a method allows

ne to measure, with lock-in detection, very small
elative CD levels, with typical levels near 10�4 as in
he case of absorption CD of chiral biomolecules.
nfortunately, this technique is limited to the UV

ange down to �120 nm because of the cutoff limit of
he photoelastic material.6

With the rather recent availability of insertion de-
ices based on various magnetic schemes7–9 that al-
ow one to obtain at the same time both high flux and
ighly polarized SR, dichroism studies have consti-
uted a rapidly growing field; now a large number of
vailable beam lines on third-generation storage
ings are capable of variable polarization. For the
ake of completeness, note that VUV–extreme-UV
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aser-based sources, although they are well suited for
ime-resolved experiments, do not appear to be com-
etitive with SR as variable-polarization photon
ources. Indeed, the availability of circularly polar-
zed laser-based radiation has been limited so far to
he low-energy part of the VUV range that is covered
y the four-wave mixing technique10 but is not avail-
ble at higher energy at which the nonperturbative
igh-harmonic generation scheme is used, in which
he ellipticity of light is obtained to the detriment of
ux.11

In all SR-based experiments it is often not enough
o produce exotic polarized SR. It is also necessary
o measure carefully the polarization state of light for
everal reasons: �i� the insertion device may be im-
erfect; �ii� electron beam parameter effects such as
mittance, energy spread, and close-orbit variations
ave to be evaluated; �iii� the initial polarization state
s emitted by the source may be strongly affected by
eam-line geometry and optical surfaces whose ef-
ects may, in addition, vary with time because of
ptical pollution; �iv� the analysis of imperfect polar-
zation �nonpolarized part, residue of the linear com-
onent in the case of CD� have to be quantified for a
roper scientific data analysis, for instance, for gas-
hase CD in the angular distribution of photoelec-
rons from molecules that are fixed in space.12 Such
recise polarization measurements require the use of
edicated polarimeters that are able to provide a
omplete analysis of the polarization state of the in-
oming light, including determination of the nonpo-
arized part.

If the beam line covers the visible–mid-UV range,
he use of an optical setup based on a transmission
uarter-wave plate followed by a linear polarizer is
ossible. Such a technique was used to measure a
ircular polarization rate �Pc� at a single energy of 75%
t 8.4 eV at the Electromagnetic Elliptical Wiggler
ELETTRA� beam line,13 of 96% at 4.4 eV at the race-
rack-type storage ring HiSOR,14 and near unity at �4
V at the storage ring NIJI-II.15 At shorter wave-
engths it is necessary to use reflection-based polarim-
ters such as the one developed at the Photon Factory
y Koide et al., who measured Pc � 80% in the 60–
0-eV range on the BL11D beam line16 and 55–90% in
he 50–80-eV range on the BL28 beam line.17 Fur-
her into the soft-x-ray range, a polarimeter based on
ransmission and reflections with multilayer optics18

as used to commission several beam lines at the Ber-
in Electron Storage Ring �BESSY� and ELETTRA op-
rating in the water-window range.
In this paper we report on the polarization capa-

ilities of the recently commissioned SU5 VUV high-
esolution versatile-polarization beam line,19–21

hich has a double scientific purpose in the 5–40-eV
ange: �i� providing high resolution for gas-phase
pectroscopy with a measured ultimate resolving
ower of 105 to 2 � 105 over the VUV range21 and �ii�
se in exotic polarization studies of anisotropic spe-
ies, up to 35 eV, such as CD in the valence shell
as-phase photoionization of laser-aligned species,22

xed-in-space23 or chiral24 molecules, as well as
ondensed-matter samples. For all these photoion-
zation studies the relative CD level as measured on
ngular distribution CD by electron spectroscopy is
igh, typically in the 1–60% range, so moderate he-

icity switching rates are enough. Besides, part of
he second scientific use deals with the biochemical
spect of chirality, especially with the puzzling origin
f the homochirality of life. In particular, one is in-
erested in the asymmetric photochemical processes
hat circularly polarized light may induce on a race-
ic mixture of amino acids.25 Here the most impor-

ant property is the photon flux in a large spectral
andwidth, which has to be maximum to reduce the
rradiation duration to �24 h.

A first analysis with a preliminary optical layout of
he SU5 beam line has already been published26 and
as shown the versatility of the available ellipses as
roduced by its undulator, the Onduleur Plan�Heli-
oı̈dal du Lure à Induction Electromagnétique
OPHELIE�, including linear and circular polariza-
ion modes measured at the sample location, but did
ot permit a full quantitative analysis of the data
ecause of the limited performances of the VUV �4 �
�-reflections polarimeter used at that time. Today,
ith the installation of a new, dedicated in situ �3 �
�-reflections polarimeter, we are able in this paper to
eport complete polarization calibration and analysis
ver the whole VUV range for the SU5 beam line in
ts final layout. To our knowledge this is the first
omplete report on the polarization analysis of the
ight emitted by an exotic insertion device in the VUV
ange.

In Section 2 the undulator OPHELIE is described,
ollowed by a description of the polarization measure-
ent procedure. Then the polarization performance

n both the linear and the circular modes is presented
nd discussed.

. Electromagnetic Crossed Undulator OPHELIE

he crossed undulator OPHELIE and its commis-
ioning on the Super-ACO storage ring of the Labo-
atoire pour l’Utilisation du Rayonnement
lectromagnétic �LURE; Orsay�, including a spec-

ral analysis of the emitted SR, have been described
n detail elsewhere.19,20 Nevertheless, here we re-
all briefly its principle of operation and main com-
issioning results to provide the necessary

ackground.
Because of the cumbersome geometry of the SU5

eam line, as depicted in Fig. 1, that includes several
eflections on mirrors with incidence angles far from
ormal or grazing incidence, especially mirror M1,20

ome strong discrepancies in reflectivity and dephas-
ng between the s �perpendicular to the plane of inci-
ence� and p �in the plane of incidence� components of
he incoming SR are induced. Therefore we had to be
ble to generate any polarization ellipse at the undu-
ator level to obtain pure linear or circular polarization
n the sample. For versatility we chose to develop the
oncept of an Onuki-type crossed undulator,27,28 the
PHELIE, as a photon source for the SU5 beam line
ith, in addition and for the first time to our knowl-
10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1025
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dge, a fully electromagnetic technology29,30 that can
otentially permit a fast switching speed between left-
nd right-handed helicity of the photons produced.
The OPHELIE, as displayed in Fig. 2, consists of two

dentical overlapped and perpendicular planar undu-
ators with nine effective periods of length 	0 
 25 cm
nd a maximum field of 0.126 T �for 200 A driving the
ain coils�, which define, respectively, horizontal and

ertical sinusoidal magnetic fields Bx and By. A me-
hanical translation of the vertical undulator permits
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elative dephasing ��� between the two undulators, so
he on-axis magnetic field is given by

Bt � ûx � B0x cos�2�

	0
z� � ûy � B0y cos�2�

	0
z � �� ,

(1)

here z is the longitudinal coordinate and ûy �ûx� is
unit vector in the vertical �horizontal� direction.
or a given �, the photon energy of the nth har-
onics observed on axis depends not only on the

trength of the total peak magnetic field propor-
ional to KT, where KT

2 
 Kx
2 � Ky

2, where Kx,y 

.934 B0x, 0y

�T 	0 �cm, but also on � because of
light magnetic cross talk between the horizontal
nd vertical magnetic fields via the steel of the
oles.31 Although this effect was not expected, it is
ot a real problem as long as it is calibrated and
aken into account in the computer-control system
hat drives the OPHELIE. Also, because there is
o saturation in the poles, B0x

�B0y
� is a linear func-

ion of the main electrical current I �I � that drives
H V

026 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 5 � 10 February 2004
he electromagnets with a proportionality constant
f 6.32 10�4 T�A. In practice, the energy calibra-
ion that provides the values of the energy of the
mitted photons is given by
e have confirmed that indeed the spectrum does not
epend on the sign of � or on the polarity of driving
urrent IV �provided by a bipolar power supply�.

The polarization of the light emitted by such a
lanar–helical undulator depends on the trajectory of
he electrons �positrons at the Super-ACO�, e.g., as in
he following examples: �i� for � 
 0 the total mag-
etic field is sinusoidal, with a linear pattern in the
xy� transverse plane. For symmetry consider-
tions, the light is linearly polarized in a plane, mak-
ng an angle � with the horizontal �x axis, where
an��� 
 �Bx�By. Any value of angle � can be
chieved, leading to rotatable linear polarization.
or instance, one obtains linear vertical polarization,
he standard mode of operation of the beam line in
he spectroscopy mode, a priori by setting B0y 
 0.
ii� For � 
 ���2 and B0x 
 B0y the total magnetic
eld is helical, with a circular pattern in the �xy�
ransverse plane. The light emitted is then circu-
arly polarized, with a helicity that depends on the
ign of � �or of B0y�. �iii� For neither of these config-
rations, the polarization is elliptical with any de-
ired required characteristics because, as will be
ig. 1. Schematic of the SU5 beam line located at the center of the
uper-ACO storage ring, as viewed from the top: VA, variable-
perture chamber; EnS �ExS�, entrance �exit� slit; DP, differential
umping. The whole beam line lies in the horizontal plane, ex-
ept for arm M1–M2, which is tilted upward by 2°.
ig. 2. Schematic of the crossed–overlapped electromagnetic un-
ulator OPHELIE. The only mechanical motion is a longitudinal
ovement leading to tunable dephasing between �90° and 90°.
he gaps are fixed, and the horizontal �B0x� and vertical �B0y�
agnetic fields are tunable by varying driving currents IH �mo-
εn�eV � n
24.32

1 � 1.089 10�4�IH
2�A � IV

2�A��1 � 0.14 sin2�1.1��
. (2)
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hown below, there is a one-to-one relation between
he three Stokes parameters of the emitted light and
he three continuously tunable undulator parameters
0x, B0y, and �. Although the only scientifically in-

eresting polarization at the sample level is purely
inear and purely circular polarization, it is impor-
ant to be able to generate, at any photon energy, any
lliptical polarization because a given polarization
tate will be modified by the various reflections on the
ptics, which have different complex reflectivities for
he s and p components.

More precisely, the standard Stokes parameters
1, the linear normal polarization parameter; S2, the

inear 45°-tilted polarization parameter; and S3, the
ircular polarization parameter, are defined as

S0 � �Ix� � �Iy�, S1 � �Ix� � �Iy�,

S2 � �I45°� � �I135°�, S3 � �I�� � �I��, (3)

here S0 stands for the total flux and where �Iu� are
he mean intensities measured on the u axis. This
ncludes the particular case of �I��, the right–left cir-
ular polarization intensities, for which u� 
 ��1�

2��ux � iuy� if we choose the following conventions
or the electrical fields associated with polarized
ight:

Ex,y � E0x,y exp�i��t � kz � �x,y�.

As a function of the amplitudes of these fields one
ets

S0 � ��E0x�
2 � �E0y�

2,

S1 � ��E0x�
2 � �E0y�

2,

S2 � 2E0xE0y cos��x � �y�,

S3 � �2E0xE0y sin��x � �y�, (4)

here we have chosen the following handedness con-
ention: pure right-handed circular polarization
i.e., �I���I0 
 1 and S3�S0 
 1� corresponds to �x �

y 
 �90° and corresponds, for a fixed z, to the rota-
ion of the field with time clockwise for an observer
ooking the light coming to him �see Ref. 32 for a
iscussion of conventions�.
In theory, at the exit of the undulator OPHELIE

he three partial polarization rates Pi �i 
 1–3�, de-
ned by Pi 
 Si�S0, are linked to the three parame-
ers Kx, Ky, and � by means of19,33

P1 �
S1

S0
�

Ky
2 � Kx

2

Kx
2 � Ky

2 �
�2 � 1
1 � �2 , (5)

P2 �
S2

S0
� �

2Kx Ky cos���

Kx
2 � Ky

2 � �
2� cos���

1 � �2 , (6)

P3 �
S3

S0
� �

2Kx Ky sin���

Kx
2 � Ky

2 � �
2� sin���

1 � �2 � Pc,

(7)

here � is the magnetic strength ratio, given by � 

�K . From Eqs. �5�–�7� it is clear that, by setting
y x
he proper parameters, one can produce any polar-
zation state of the light at any photon energy, as we
hall see in Section 4 below. Besides, one can mea-
ure CD simply by switching the polarity of the cur-
ent driving the vertical magnetic field, i.e., by
witching the sign of �.
Until now we have considered only the ideal case of
filament beam passing through a perfect undulator
nd observed at infinity on axis, such that the emit-
ed SR is fully polarized. Of course, in reality there
re several causes of depolarization, such as nonzero
mittance and beam-energy spread effects, the angu-
ar integration by the beam line, and possible mis-
lignment, imperfect monochromatization, and
agnetic defects and inhomogeneities �mostly trans-

erse fields gradients� of the OPHELIE. All these
ffects lead to a total polarization rate smaller than
nity because part of the light is nonpolarized, so one
an write

S0 � �S1
2 � S2

2 � S3
2�1�2 � S4, (8)

here S4 is the intensity of the unpolarized part of
he emitted light.

A dc on-beam commissioning of the OPHELIE was
erformed31 both in terms of the emitted spectrum
nd in terms of electron beam parameters, allowing
ne to determine the value of the currents to be set in
he compensation and correcting coils located at the
ntrance and the exit of the undulator as a function of
ain coils currents IH and IV such that, for any value

f �, the close orbit stays within 0.3 mm of the nom-
nal orbit. Then a position feedback system acting
n correction coils located around the whole storage
ing locks the positron trajectory onto the nominal
rbit.34 Finally, coupling and tuning variations are
inimized owing to the use of a dedicated feedback

ystem, leading to possible ac switching operation of
he OPHELIE controlled from the SU5 end station
omputer, from IV to �IV within �30 s, in a manner
hat is transparent to other users of the ring. Of
ourse, such speed does not permit the determination
f very small CD signals ���1%�, which are anyway
eyond the scientific scope of SU5 and which would
equire the lock-in detection associated with fast
odulation and switching techniques in the kilohertz

ange.

. Beam-Line Optical Layout and the Polarization
easurement Procedure

he geometry and the setting of the different optical
lements of a beam line as depicted in Fig. 1 for SU5
an have a strong influence on the polarization of the
R light impinging upon the sample. Indeed, the
olarization modifications induced by the reflection of
ncoming light by an optical reflecting element can be
escribed by a 4 � 4 Müller matrix35 acting on the
�S0, S1, S2, S3� incoming light’s quadrivector. The
üller matrix elements depend on �, where tan � 


rp�rs� is the modulus of the ratio of the complex re-
ectivities, given by

r � �r �exp�i� �, (9)
p,s p,s p,s

10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1027
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1

nd on the induced relative phase shift � 
 �p � �s.
ne can then estimate the effect of the whole beam

ine on the polarization state by multiplying the Mül-
er matrices of each mirror involving the n and k
resnel energy-dependent constants as given in the

iterature,36 including the necessary rotation matri-
es to transform the �x, y� coordinates of the labora-
ory frame into the �p, s� coordinates of each mirror.
f course, when the optics are positioned at a
razing-incidence angle, such as on soft-x-ray beam
ines, the Müller matrices reduce to nearly unity, so
here is almost no transformation of the initial polar-
zation state by the beam line. However, consider-
ng the different incidence angles as shown in Fig. 1,
his restriction does not apply to SU5, so we have to
nvert the overall matrix, i.e., to determine experi-

entally the Stokes parameter of the SR to be emit-
ed by the undulator OPHELIE and thus the
ndulator’s main parameters �Kx, Ky, and �� as given
y Eqs. �5�–�7�. This inversion leads, after transfor-
ation by the whole SU5 beam line, to the desired

linear or circular� polarization state at the sample
ocation. Such an SU5 matrix �MSU5� inversion can
e expressed as

Sund�Kx, Ky, �� � MSU5
� 1���Ssample, (10)

nd its experimental practical determination is pre-
ented in Section 4 below.

. Beam Line’s Optical Layout

he beam-line’s optical layout has been described in
etail elsewhere.20 Briefly, the SR emitted by the
ndulator is deflected and refocused onto the center
f a harmonic suppressor gas filter37 by toroidal mir-
or M1 �Fig. 1� operating with a 28° incidence angle in
he horizontal plane, thus inducing a strong differ-
nce �modulus and phases� between the s and p com-
onents of light. In addition, M1 also deflects the
eam by a 2° angle in the vertical plane to permit the
R to avoid the ring vacuum vessel. Such dual
orizontal–vertical deflection couples the horizontal
nd vertical polarization, which does not correspond
nymore to the pure p and s components of light as
hey refer to the M1 orientation. We shall see below
hat this result has some moderate but real influence
n the polarization. Note that mirror M1 is in fact a
ual component with two optical surfaces that are
oved in vacuum in front of the impinging SR for

ptimum reflectivity over the whole VUV range, with
irror M1�A� made from bare solid SiC for the

–20-eV range and mirror M1�B� made from Pt-
oated SiC for the 20–40-eV range. Then the SR
merging from the center of the gas filter enters a
ariable-aperture chamber, in which are located four
lades mounted onto micrometer-resolution transla-
ion stages that allow precise tuning of the �square-
haped� solid angle to be collected by the beam line.
his is an important issue because it is well known

hat the polarization state and the total polarization
ate of the SR emitted by an undulator strongly de-
end on the beam-line collection angle with respect to
028 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 5 � 10 February 2004
he diffraction-limited central cone emission of light,
hich scales as �	�2L�1�2 �rms�, where 	 is the wave-

ength of interest and L is the total length of the
ndulator �2.5 m here�.38

Downstream from the four-blade aperture cham-
er the SR is deflected by toroidal mirror M2 �bare Si,
5° incidence angle� and refocused onto the entrance
lit of a 6.65-m Eagle off-plane monochromator. The
onochromator is equipped with two gratings �0.75°

ncidence angle�: a 2400-groove�mm bare SiC grat-
ng �G1� for the 5–21-eV range and a 4300-
roove�mm Pt-coated grating �G2� for the 15–40 eV
ange, which allow one to reach ultimate resolving
owers in the 100,000–200,000 range.21 Note that
n the off-plane configuration the deflection angle
hat is due to the gratings is in the horizontal plane,
hereas the diffraction plane is vertical, with a ver-

ical scanning angle that varies from 0 to 17°, depend-
ng on the wavelength and on the choice of grating.
evertheless, in terms of its effects on polarization,

he deflection is purely in the horizontal plane, so the
ratings do not couple horizontal and vertical polar-
zation as mirror M1 does. In addition, calculations
eyond the scalar approximation that take into ac-
ount the explicit shape of the grating’s horizontal
rooves do not show a significant depolarization ef-
ect, or a modification of the polarization, as a result
f diffraction by the gratings.39 Such an assumption
s confirmed by the fact that the linear and circular
olarization rates, as described below, do not exhibit
specific trend in magnitude with the photon energy,

.e., with the diffraction angle of the gratings. A
imilar argument can also be used to justify neglect of
he effects of light scattering on the various optics.

After the exit slit, the monochromatized SR is de-
ected and refocused toward one of the two end sta-
ions, A or B, by toroidal postfocusing mirror M3
bare Si, 75° incidence angle; Fig. 1�. After the last
ptics, on end station A branch of mirror M3 is in-
talled a dedicated polarimeter that therefore per-
its the measurement of the polarization state of the

ight immediately before the light impinges onto the
ample located downstream. Note that the mea-
ured polarization state is exactly the same as that of
he light that would strike a sample located at end
tation B after a switch �rotation by 210°� of mirror
3, so in practice the polarization calibration is valid

or both beam-line branches.

. Polarimeter

he methods of polarization measurement are simi-
ar to those of the classic polarimetry textbook exper-
ment in the optical range, in which a quarter-wave
late induces a 90° phase shift between the s and p
omponents of the incoming light and an analyzer
late ideally transmits only the s component. Then
ndependent rotation of both optical elements about
he photon beam’s axis permits precise measurement
f the polarization state of the incoming light. But
e note that polarimetry measurements made with
nly one rotating optical element40 are not able to
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isentangle circular polarization rate Pc from the un-
olarized part of light, S4�S0.
More precisely, in the general case of a polarimeter

omposed of a first dephasing optical element �ele-
ent 1� with azimuthal angle � and overall complex

eflectivity characterized by ��1, �1� and of a second
nalyzing element with azimuthal angle � and over-
ll complex reflectivity characterized by ��2, �2�, the
ransmitted light’s Stokes vector �Sf � can be written
s16,18,41

Sf � R���� M2��2, �2�

� R��� R���� M1��1, �1� R���Si, (11)

here R��� and R��� are the rotation matrices that
orrespond to the transformation of coordinates in-
uced by the azimuthal rotation or angles � and �,
espectively. M1 and M2 are, respectively, the Mül-
er matrices of the first and second optical elements,
nd Si is the Stokes vector of the light incoming to-
ard the polarimeter. The transmitted intensity, as
easured by a detector located downstream of the

olarimeter and on the rotation axis, is given by the
rst component of �Sf � as

�Sf�0 � Cf �S1�S0, S2�S0, S3�S0, �1, �2, �1; �, ��,
(12)

here C is a normalization factor and the function f
s given by Eq. �8� of Ref. 16. f is a nonlinear func-
ion of two variables �� and �� and of seven unknown
arameters �C, S1�S0, S2�S0, S3�S0, �1, �2, and �1�.
y measuring the transmitted flux for several �more

han seven� configurations ��, ��, one can deduce
hrough a fitting procedure with Eq. �12�, the three
educed Stokes parameters �S1�S0, S2�S0, S3�S0�
hat one is interested in, without making any as-
umptions about the polarimeter-related optical con-
tants ��1, �2, and �1� because they are also derived
or each data set by the fitting procedure.

A detailed description of the general optomechani-
al conception, commissioning, and performance
nalysis of the polarimeter will be the subject of a
orthcoming paper.41 Briefly, the practical require-

ent for our polarimeter is that it should permit at
ny moment, in vacuum, the precise measurement of
he complete set of Stokes parameters, including
4�S0 as given by Eq. �8� from the parameters fitted

rom Eq. �12�, allowing us if necessary to change the
PHELIE’s parameters to obtain the desired polar-

zation state at the polarimeter level, i.e., at the sam-
le level.
As no transmitting materials are transparent over

he whole VUV range, we decided to use reflecting
lements. The concept is close to the one proposed
y Koide et al.,42 who used triple reflections on two
aces of a prism and on one plane mirror for each of
he two optical elements, as shown in Fig. 3. For the
ptimal compromise between dephasing ��1 close to
5° and �1 close to 90°� and analyzing ��2 close to 0°�
roperties and reflectivities over the whole VUV
ange we chose to install three Au-coated prisms for
he dephasing element with 140°, 150°, and 160°
pening angles and two Au-coated prisms for the an-
lyzing element with 130° and 140° opening angles.41

ll these prisms are interchangeable in vacuum and
an be removed by linear translation motion from the
R beam path to allow the beam to go directly toward
he sample. The mechanisms for azimuthal rota-
ion, which are actuated through ball-bearing sys-
ems, have been especially designed with care to
chieve a high coaxial coincidence of the two rotation
xes. Note that such high mechanical precision was
ot achieved with the previous nondedicated polar-

meter that we used for the preliminary polarization
easurement campaign,26 and that prevented us

rom getting accurate quantitative results.

. Polarization Measurement Procedure

efore the polarization measurement is made, one
patially filters the SR beam by setting the variable
perture such that the acceptance angle of the SR
oincides with the diffraction-limited central cone ap-
rture of the undulator, ranging from 475 �rad at 6
V to 220 �rad at 28 eV �Subsection 3.A�. An off-
xis collection angle that is too large would give rise
o a red-side tail of the peaks and to an enhancement
f the even-order harmonics whose polarization is not
ell defined. Then mirror M1 is aimed such as to
aximize the flux through the gas filter apertures
hile the monochromator is set to the blue side of the
ndulator peak �fundamental or odd harmonics� to
nsure that the beam-line collection axis coincides
ith the undulator’s magnetic axis. Note that the
.65-m monochromator is operated, for polarization
easurements, with a typical slit width of 500 �m.
ith a dispersion of 0.06 �0.033� nm�mm in the exit

lit plane for grating G1 �G2�, a 500-�m slit aperture
orresponds to typically 1 meV near 6 eV �for G1� and
0.5 meV near 28 eV �for G2�. This quite high spec-
ral purity ensures that nonmonochromatic effects on
he measured polarization can be neglected.

ig. 3. Schematic of the SU5 �3 � 3�-reflection polarimeter, show-
ng the dephasing and analyzing elements to be rotated by respec-
ive angles � and �, which involve, respectively, three �140°, 150°,
nd 160°� and two �130° and 140°� prisms. One can also see the
wo irises and the movable UV–XUV detector. The prisms can be
oved out of the way of the photon beam to allow the beam to move

oward the sample.
10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1029
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The polarimeter is then carefully aligned with
espect to the SR axis, with the prisms out of the
eam. One achieves this alignment by inserting in
acuum a 2-mm-diameter entrance iris �Fig. 3� on
he mechanical axis of the polarimeter and then
aximizing the signal from a dedicated in-vacuum
ovable XUV photodiode by manipulating the hor-

zontal and vertical translation system operating at
he polarimeter entrance level. A similar setting
s made with the horizontal and vertical translation
ystem operating at the polarimeter exit level by
nsertion of an additional 1.6-mm-diameter iris at
he exit level. Once the polarimeter is aligned, the
wo irises are removed, and a simple large rectan-
ular aperture is installed at the entrance location
o limit stray light.

The prisms of elements 1 and 2 are then chosen,
nd inserted, according to the energy of the photons
hose polarization ellipse is to be determined. The
olarization measurement can then start. It con-
ists of measuring the flux transmitted through the
olarimeter, typically for 15 � angles and 20 � angles,
.e., for 300 points, which takes typically 30–90 min,
epending on the accumulation time at each point.
requently a reference normalization signal that cor-
esponds to a given ��, �� configuration is recorded to
ake into account the decrease in SR flux over the
easurement time. Also, the background signal, re-

orded with the SR shutter off, is frequently precisely
etermined to allow a possible drift in the detector’s
ark-count signal to be taken into account. After
pplication of the normalization procedure and sub-
raction of the background, the ��, �� spectrum is
tted with Eq. �12�, providing the seven parameters
C, S1�S0, S2�S0, S3�S0, �1, �2, and �1� for a given
hoton energy and a given �IH, IV, �� OPHELIE con-
guration.
The quality of the fitted curve and therefore the

rrors bars on the Stokes parameters strongly de-
end on the optomechanical precision of the polarim-
ter as well as on the signal-to-noise ratio of the
cquired data, as is discussed in detail in Ref. 41.
ypically, error bars on the measured Stokes param-
ters are �1% for the linear mode and �2% in the
ircular mode. In the latter case, when the linear
olarization rate of the light to be measured is really
lose to zero, it will be mathematically impossible for
he fitting procedure to extract S3�S0 without knowl-
dge of other unknown polarimeter parameters ��1,
2, and �1�.41 Hence the measurement of such po-

arization is made in two steps. A first polarization
easurement is made at strictly the same photon

nergy but at a different setting of the undulator for
hich nonzero linear polarization is produced at the

ample location. This permits the determination of
he polarimeter parameter at this photon energy.
he second step is the measurement of the quasi-
ircular polarization by fitting the data set by use of
he same and fixed polarimeter parameters, because
hey depend only on the photon energy.
030 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 5 � 10 February 2004
. Polarization Measurements and Discussion

e now present the measured polarization proper-
ies of the whole SU5 beam line, including its source,
he undulator OPHELIE, underlining the roles of
oth the optical beam line and the undulator. For
he latter, the properties are especially interesting
ecause the two Onuki-type undulators in operation
ave been characterized so far only on the fundamen-
al peak by direct optical methods in transmission in
he visible43 and the near-UV,15 whereas here we
xtend the analysis toward the VUV range for both
he fundamental and the harmonics �third and fifth�.

. Linear Polarization

priori, the production of linearly polarized SR is
traightforward: The use of only the horizontal �ver-
ical� undulator, i.e., with IV 
 0 �IH 
 0�, should
rovide vertical �horizontal� polarized radiation. In
ractice, one has to be careful with the effects of the
ptical beam line, especially in our case with respect
o the dual horizontal and vertical deflection achieved
y the first mirror, M1, as we shall see below.
In Fig. 4 we present the ellipses that correspond to

oth elliptical and circular polarization recorded at
.85 eV with �a� IH 
 135 A �K 
 2.00�, IV 
 0 A, and

 0°, leading to a vertically polarized emitted SR,

nd �b� IH 
 0 A, IV 
 135 A �K 
 2.00�, and � 
 0°,
eading to a horizontally polarized emitted SR. Al-
hough the linear character of both polarizations is
ell maintained, with P1 values of �0.98 one can

learly see the differences in the distortions induced
y the beam line for the two cases. The vertically
olarized SR is affected by only a slight rotation that
s due to the 2° vertical elevation angle of the beam

ig. 4. Polarization ellipses at the sample location recorded on
he maximum of the undulator’s fundamental peak at 8.85 eV for
ure linear polarization emitted by the undulator: �a� IH 
 135 A
K 
 2.00�, IV 
 0 A, and � 
 0°, leading to a vertically polarized
mitted SR; �b� IH 
 0 A, IV 
 135 A �K 
 2.00�, and � 
 0°, leading
o horizontally polarized emitted SR.
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ine on arm M1–M2 �Fig. 1�, leading to a nonzero
alue for P2 ��0.03%�, but the ellipse is very flat
P3 � 0.01%�. This rotation can be seen as due to
he rotation matrix transforming the �x, y� laboratory
rame coordinates into the M1 �s, p� coordinates,
hich has a nonzero coupling element between S1
nd S2. For horizontal case polarization, not only do
e observe the rotation, which is slightly more im-
ortant in absolute value �P2 
 0.09�, but in addition
here is a circular component �P3 
 �0.05�, leading to

nonzero ellipticity. As mentioned above, this ef-
ect is due to the s–p coupling achieved by mirror M1
ecause of its dual orientation. Here the linear hor-
zontal polarization corresponds mostly to p polariza-
ion but also has a nonzero s component. The s–p
ixing induces a vertical linear component that, com-

ared to the horizontal component, is comparatively
mplified by the whole beam line. Such is not the
ase when one starts with vertical linear polarization,
or which the M1-induced horizontal component is
omparatively diminished.

We have observed this trend at several photon en-
rgies, with more-pronounced ellipticity observed at
ow photon energies �as little as 5.9 eV�, where the
ransmission of the horizontally polarized radiation
s especially weak compared with that of the verti-
ally polarized radiation, leading to a maximum mea-
ured P3 value of 0.17, at 5.9 eV, in good agreement
ith the value of 0.18 deduced from published optical

onstants.36 We have not tried to compensate for
his effect by manipulating the undulator parameters
o induce S2 and S3 components at the undulator
evel because in most of the covered energy range this
ffect is limited, especially if one considers that for
ost experiments it is the squared values of the
tokes parameters that are to be taken into account.
As a consequence, the standard linear polarization

f the beam line is vertical because it is purer in
erms of polarization and it provides more flux, typ-
cally 2–5 times more than in the horizontal polar-
zation mode because higher reflectivities depend on
he photon energy. For this standard mode of oper-
tion, which is frequently used for spectroscopy, we
ave carefully checked the polarization state over the
hole fundamental peak of the undulator with fixed

ettings, which can be an issue when one performs
arge spectral scans of 1 eV or more. An example of

peak centered near 10.3 eV is shown in Fig. 5 for
hree polarization measurements: one on the top,
ne on the blue side, and one on the red side of the
eak. In all three cases the result is highly satisfac-
ory, with a vertical linear polarization rate P1
reater than 98% over the whole fundamental peak
nd nearly 100% on top. The total polarization rate
Ptot 
 1 � S4�S0� is a bit smaller �98.4%� on the red
ide of the peak, which is not surprising because the
ed tail corresponds to a large extent to the off-axis
ontribution of the undulator emission, which in the
inear case gives rise to an increased S4 nonpolarized
ontribution �by as much as 1.6% near 9.5 eV�.

We performed measurements of linear polarization
ates throughout the whole VUV range by changing
he undulator parameters according to Eq. �2� and
etting the monochromator at different peak energies
f the undulator spectrum. The results are summa-
ized in Fig. 6. For vertical linear polarization the
easurements are highly satisfactory, with the value

f P1 in the range �0.98 to �1.00. These values are
n good agreement with numerical calculations that
ake into account the geometry of the whole beam line
nd the published optical constants, which indicate
alues of �0.993 to �0.997 over the whole VUV
ange. Here one probably reaches the limit of the
rror bars in the measurements and the limit in the
R polarization because of the finite emittance and
ollection angle. Note that we analyzed the polar-
zation for numerous energies in the vertical linear

ode partly because, as we explained above, the po-
arization analysis for circular polarization requires
revious measurement with noncircular polarization
o extract the optical constants of the polarimeter
hat cannot be derived directly in the purely circular

ig. 5. Undulator spectrum corresponding to IH 
 117 A �K 

.72�, IV 
 0 A, and � 
 0°, leading to a vertically polarized emitted
R, together with polarization ellipses measured at three photon
nergies. Ptot 
 1 � S4�S0 corresponds to the total polarization
ate.

ig. 6. Absolute normal linear polarization rates, modulus �S1�
0�, as measured in vertical �H undulator alone� and horizontal �V
ndulator alone� linear modes for several photon energies. The
elative errors bars are typically 1%.
10 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 5 � APPLIED OPTICS 1031
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ase.41 The horizontal linear mode is much less
sed, and for that mode we analyzed the polarization
t only a few photon energies. The linear polariza-
ion rate in the horizontal mode is satisfactory but in
eneral is not as not so good as in the vertical linear
ode. This result is due to the nonnegligible ellip-

icity �nonzero S3� but also to the increased emission
f unpolarized light, by as much as 16% at 10.3 eV, for
he horizontal polarization. This effect is probably
ue to the imperfect magnetic fields produced by the
ertical undulator, which produce a skewed trajec-
ory, leading to some off-axis influence on the ob-
erved emission, which explains why the P1 values
re in general below the calculated values of �0.98
ver the whole VUV range. This effect becomes
tronger, and can be seen in the less intense and
roader undulator spectrum, as one decreases the K
alue of the vertical undulator, for instance, between
0.5 and 15 eV where one uses a small K value on the
undamental �after 15 eV, one uses high K values on
he third harmonics�. No specific attempts were
ade to measure precisely the polarization rates

bove 10.5 eV for horizontal polarization, but mea-
urements of the angular distribution of photoelec-
rons produced by the photoionization of Ar at 16–25
V suggest a polarization rate above 90%.
Linear dichroism experiments are performed by

riving alternately one undulator and then the other,
witching the polarization state from S1 � �1 to S1 �
1. Note also that we could obtain 45° tilted linear
olarization by switching on both undulators with
he same current and a zero phase if we neglected the
ffect of the beam line, leading to the performance of
inear dichroism experiments by switching the polar-
ty of IV such that the polarization state would alter-
ate from S2 � �1 to S2 � �1. Here the effect of the
eam line is so strong that at the sample location the
olarization does not correspond at all to linear po-
arization. No specific attempts were made to find
he correct ellipse to start with at the undulator level,
hich would correspond to a pure 45° tilted linear
olarization at the sample location.

. Circular Polarization

he calibration of circular polarization is much more
ifficult than that of linear polarization. Indeed, be-
ause the cumbersome geometry of the beam line
trongly affects the polarization state from the undu-
ator to the sample, the calibration departs strongly
rom the trivial configuration: IH 
 IV and � 

90°. Therefore the calibration problem consists in

olving Eq. �10�, i.e., in finding for each photon energy
he correct polarization ellipses at the undulator
evel. These ellipses will be transformed, through
he beamline, into pure left- and right-handed circu-
ar polarization at the sample level, i.e., at the polar-
meter level. To make this transformation,
ccording to Eqs. �5�–�7�, one will have to manipulate
he three OPHELIE parameters IH, IV, and �. In
ractice, because the photon energy depends mostly
n I and I , we found from Eq. �2� that the only two
H V

032 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 5 � 10 February 2004
ree parameters to manipulate at first order are �und
Ky�Kx 
 IV�IH and �und.
We started with an initial guess provided by a di-

ect calculation of the matrix MSU5��� that involved
he Fresnel constants of the various optical coatings
f the beam line as described in the literature36 and
ook into account of course the different incidence
ngles on the optics, including the 2° angle vertical
levation between mirrors M1 and M2. These cal-
ulations provided us with an initial set of �und and
und values, which are listed in Table 1. We quickly

ound that the measured ellipses at the polarimeter
evel were far from pure circular polarization. We
hen began a cycle of trial-and-error procedures to
efine these values, leading to satisfactory maximum
ircular polarization rates.

We used two methods to drive this procedure and
inimize the number of trials, as follows:

�1� If one compares the expressions for the Stokes
arameters in Eq. �4� that give the amplitudes of the
lectrical fields �E0x, E0y� associated with polarized
ight and those in Eqs. �5�–�7� that give the magnetic
elds �Ky, Kx� that correspond to a given polarization
tate of the SR emitted by the OPHELIE, one can
learly see a direct analogy between the roles played
y �E0x, E0y� and �Ky, Kx� through the relation �und 


y�Kx 
 E0x�E0y and by ��x � �y� and �und, except for
he sign in Eq. �6�, so one can write

��x � �y�und � �und
opt � � � �und. (13)

herefore, starting from an initial set of �und
�1� and

und
�1� and leading to a measured Stokes vector S�1�,

ne can deduce for the next trial �indicated by a su-
erscript �2�

�und
�2� � �und

�1��Ey

Ex
�

meas

� �und
�1�

1 � �S1
�1��S0

�1�

1 � �S1
�1��S0

�1�
,

�und
�2� � �und

�1�. (14)

his measurement should cancel any remaining S1
ontribution. After a second complete measurement
f the Stokes vector as described in Subsection 3.C,
ne may remove any remnant of S2 by changing the
hase, because a nonzero measured S2 value means
hat the optical phase given by

�meas
opt � cos�1� S2

�2�

��S0
�2�2 � �S1

�2�2�1�2� (15)

s different from ���2 �the sign depends on the he-
icity to be reached�.

One then deduces the next trial phase:

�und
�3� � �und

�2� � ��
�

2
� �meas

opt� . (16)

n theory, one should perform steps �1�–�3� to get
atisfactory circular polarization. In practice, be-
ause this calculation neglects the 2° elevation angle
etween mirrors M1 and M2, we choose to correct

and � at the same time by injecting the Stokes
und und
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arameters of vector S�1� into Eq. �15� and iterate, in
eneral two or three times, to get a satisfactory po-
arization state for which the linear parts �P1 and P2�
re reduced to a few percent. Note that this optimi-
ation in general changes not the amount of unpolar-
zed light �S4�S0� but simply the circular-to-linear
olarization ratio.
�2� Another related method, somehow faster, con-

ists of using the polarimeter first in a trivial way,
.e., inserting only one rotating element, say the sec-
nd one, with azimuthal angle �. Intuitively, if the
ignal exhibits no modulation with �, the radiation is
ircularly polarized, has some unpolarized compo-
ent, or both. If there is modulation, some remain-

ng linear contribution is present. More precisely,
hen only one rotating element is present, Eq. �12�
ecomes much simpler41:

S0 � C��1 � cos�2�2��S1
�1�cos�2�� � S2

�1�sin�2���,
(17)

here C� is a normalization constant and where �2 

rctan��rp�rs�� depends on the optical constants of the
olarimeter’s analyzer element, which can easily be
btained by a polarization measurement in the linear
olarization mode performed at the same photon en-
rgy. Therefore a simple fit of the measured flux as

Table 1. Summary of Circular Polarization Data Measurements for RCP
Published O

Photon
Energy �eV�

Harmonic
Number Kx Ky

Expt.
�°�

5.9 H1 0.88 2.41 2.
6.9 H1 1.22 2.03 1.
7.3 H1 1.38 1.76 1.
8.0 H1 1.52 1.43 0.
8.85 H1 1.34 1.32 0.
9.6 H1 0.80 1.52 1.

10.3 H1 0.39 1.62 4.
15.2 H3 0.70 2.84 4.
16.7 H3 0.62 2.69 4.
18.2 H3 0.62 2.50 4.
20.0 H3 0.53 2.33 4.
23.6 H3 0.63 2.03 3.
27.6 H5 0.71 2.62 3.
5.9 H1 0.80 �2.45 �3.
6.9 H1 1.22 �2.03 �1.
7.3 H1 1.38 �1.76 �1.
8.0 H1 1.52 �1.43 �0.
8.85 H1 1.34 �1.32 �0.
9.6 H1 0.81 �1.54 �1.

10.3 H1 0.39 �1.62 �4.
15.2 H3 0.58 �2.87 �4.
16.7 H3 0.62 �2.66 �4.
18.2 H3 0.62 �2.50 �4.
20.0 H3 0.62 �2.30 �3.
23.6 H3 0.69 �2.00 �2.
27.6 H5 0.79 �2.60 �3.

aAs calculated from Ref. 36 and by application of Ex�Ey 
 Ky�K
bAs calculated from Ref. 36 and by application of Eq. �13�. For
cAt 15.2 eV the optimized value leads to a current above the ma

alue is not higher. Otherwise S3 would be 0.99 for RCP and �0.
rom bare SiC are used, whereas above 20 eV Pt-coated versions a
function of � gives S1
�1� and S2

�1�. One can then
pply Eqs. �14�–�16� to refine the undulator’s param-
ters. When the modulation in the � scan is reduced
o a few percent, one can then perform the full final
easurement as in Subsection 3.C, which is the only

ne that is able to disentangle the circular part from
he nonpolarized part.

Both procedures lead to typical polarization el-
ipses, as shown in Fig. 7 for 10.3-eV photon energy.
ere the linear contribution is reduced to �4% for

ight-handed circular polarization �RCP� and to �8%
or left-handed circular polarization �LCP�. This
light difference is due to the fact that we optimized
he OPHELIE settings for the RCP and then simply
witched the polarity of the current driving the ver-
ical undulator. Such a polarity switch in any
PHELIE configuration would switch S3 to �S3 if

here were not the 2° deflection vertical angle that is
ue to mirror M1, in addition to the horizontal de-
ection angle that couples the s and p components of
he emitted SR. Therefore the optimized switch
rom RCP to LCP requires not only a switch in po-
arity of the vertical magnetic fields but also a slight
hange, typically in the range of a few percent �to as
uch as 20%�, in the absolute value of the two pa-

ameters �und and �und at a given photon energy. In
ractice, because of the limited effect on the magni-

> 0� and LCP �S3 < 0� with Related Calculated �und and �und Based on
Constants

Expt. �und

�°�
Calc. �und

�°�a
Calc. �und

�°�b S3�S0

38.0 1.86 104 0.934
14.6 1.63 83 0.913
3.8 1.56 75 0.903

�13.5 1.44 56 0.909
�68.6 1.41 42 0.961

�128.5 1.36 28 0.923
�127.8 1.35 17 0.927
�19.9 1.37 �27 0.900c

�15.0 1.38 �40 0.948
�25.0 1.39 �48 0.911
�38.0 1.38 �60 0.914
�37.0 1.38 �61 0.956
�39.6 1.50 �74 0.883

32.4 2.51 110 �0.935
14.6 1.99 85 �0.922
3.8 1.86 66 �0.962

�13.5 1.74 53 �0.985
�68.6 1.63 37 �0.973

�128.5 1.54 26 �0.995
�127.8 1.50 16 �0.922
�15.0 1.38 �34 �0.900c

�25.0 1.37 �41 �0.969
�25.0 1.35 �52 �0.955
�43.0 1.34 �63 �0.980
�39.6 1.34 �57 �0.959
�39.6 1.45 �76 �0.922

, 180° was added to take into account the negative value of Ky.
m current deliverable by the power supplies. This is why the S3
or LCP. Note that, up to 20 eV, mirror M1 and the grating made
sed instead.
�S3

ptical

�und

74
66
28
94
99
90
15
06
34
03
40
22
69
06
66
28
94
99
90
15
95
29
03
71
90
29

x.
LCP

ximu
923 f
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ude of S3, we would reoptimize the absolute values of
und and �und if the remaining linear contribution
ere greater than 10% after the polarity switch.
All our circular polarization measurements over

he VUV range are summarized in Fig. 8, which
hows the highest measured circular polarization
ates for both RCP and LCP for the experimentally
etermined values of �und and �und as listed in Table
. The overall performance is highly satisfactory,
ith a minimum circular polarization rate of 88% but
typical rate of 92–95% or better. Because the lin-

ar part has been reduced to a few percent, from Eq.
8� one can write that

S4

S0
� 1 �

�S3�
S0

� 1 � Pc. (18)

The set of data as shown in Fig. 8 that spans the
hole VUV range is to our knowledge unique and al-

ows one to perform any CD experiment easily, in
erms of both the circular polarization rate values by
hemselves and of accurate knowledge of these values.
ote that because of the weak transmitted flux

hrough the polarimeter, which is probably due to the
elatively low K value of the vertical undulator that
as not been compensated for in terms of flux by an

mportant K value of the horizontal undulator, it has
ot been possible to determine �und and �und at 10.3–
5.2 eV by use of the full procedure described above.
evertheless, if necessary, one could use approach
ethod �2� to determine these parameters by making

ig. 7. Polarization ellipses recorded at 10.3 eV on the maximum
f the undulator’s fundamental peak for optimized circular polar-
zation at the polarimeter level: �a� IH 
 26.6 A �Kx 
 0.39�, IV 

109.6 A �Ky 
 �1.61�, and � 
 52.2°, leading to a LCP emitted
R; �b� IH 
 26.6 A �Kx 
 0.39�, IV 
 �109.6 A �Ky 
 �1.61�, and

 52.2°, leading to a RCP emitted SR. The larger-dotted curve

s a simple guide to the eye, showing perfect circular polarization
S3 
 �1�.
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imple � scans but of course with no possibility of
isentangling the circular from the nonpolarized part.
As can be deduced from Table 1, the mean RCP rate

s 92.1 � 2.3%, and the mean LCP rate is 95.2 � 2.9%.
he slight discrepancy between RCP and LCP values,
hich leads to a higher nonpolarized contribution for
CP ��8%� than of LCP ��4%�, is probably due to an

mperfect trajectory inside the vertical undulator
hose polarity is being switched. This is confirmed
hen one compares the experimentally determined
nd calculated �und values. Indeed, except near 8–9
V the experimental �und values are much higher
han the calculated values, although the overall trend
s somehow reproduced on the low-energy part.
his can be so because of a mismatch of the published
ptical constants36 and the effective values that are
pplicable to our optics in their real environment
including their evolution with pollution�. There
ay also be a certain weakness in the efficiency of the

ertical undulator that is due, for instance, to an
-shaped or off-center trajectory inside the insertion
evice, probably because of some imperfect
-dependent settings of correcting coils or because of

he presence of some inhomogeneous magnetic fields.
his effect seems to dominate the emittance effect,
hich, at the Super-ACO storage ring, would affect
ertical and horizontal linear polarization in the
ame way. Such an undulator defect would be con-
istent with the observation that the measured cir-
ular polarization rates are lower on the fifth
armonic than on the third harmonic, presumably
ecause the SR emissions do not perfectly interfere at
ach wiggle of the undulator.
Note that this is to our knowledge the first time

hat a polarization analysis has been performed of
he harmonics of an Onuki-type crossed undulator,
ecause previously published data concern only the
undamental radiation.15,43 Of course our analysis
s possible because of the specific geometry of the
eam line, which is such that, to get a circular polar-
zation on the sample, one starts from elliptical po-

ig. 8. Summary of all circular polarization measurements over
he VUV range, showing the highest measured circular polariza-
ion rates for both RCP and LCP for the experimentally deter-
ined values of �und and �und as listed in Table 1. The relative

rror bars are typically 2%.
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arization quite far from circular polarization.
herefore there is no need here to compromise be-

ween circular polarization rates and flux on the har-
onics, as it is with pure grazing-incidence beam

ines operating in the soft-x-ray range.44

Between the measured photon energies listed in
able 1 it is of course possible to interpolate the mea-
ured �und and �und, but it is also possible to set the
onochromator on the blue or the red side of the
aximum of the undulator spectrum. Moreover,

ome aspects of the SU5 scientific case deal with the
rradiation of amino acids with the undispersed white
eam of the undulator, with the monochromator used
t zeroth order.25 As the sample will integrate the
hole undulator spectrum, it is necessary to measure

he variation of the circular polarization rates over
he undulator spectrum for fixed �und and �und set-
ings. Such a measurement, at �6.9 eV, is pre-
ented in Fig. 9 for RCP. Starting from a maximum
alue of 91.3% at the peak of the spectrum, the cir-
ular polarization rate Pc gently decreases, in quite a
ymmetric way on both sides, to 87% on the side at
.5 eV from the maximum, a satisfactory level that
llows one to use the full undulator spectrum cen-
ered at 6.9 eV. Note that this slight reduction of Pc
s due mostly to the rapid variations of the optical
onstants in this energy range �see Table 1� rather
han to an intrinsic depolarization effect in the un-
ulator’s emission.
Finally, we checked the effect on the circular po-

arization rates of the commonly used low-energy-
ass filters, such as LiF and MgF2 windows and the
U5 absorption gas cell filter,37 that are used to sup-
ress the harmonics of the undulator that could be
ransmitted by the high orders of diffraction of the
ratings. None of these filters produces any mea-
urable effect on the polarization: not the LiF plate,
ecause it is perfectly amorphous and isotropic, not
he MgF2 window, because although it is a birefrin-
ent material we use only windows cut in such a way
hat the optical main axis corresponds to the photon
ropagation axis, and not the gas filter because, in its
orking pressure range �as much as �1 Torr�, one

an neglect the light scattering by the rare-gas atoms
hat fill the filter.

ig. 9. Undulator spectrum �left-hand scale� for RCP near 6.9 eV
ith �und 
 �1.66 and �und 
 14.6°, together with the measured
bsolute values of Pc at several photon energies �right-hand scale�.
. Conclusion

e have presented a comprehensive polarization
tudy of the whole SU5 beam line in both linear and
he circular polarization modes, showing the versa-
ility of the undulator OPHELIE and the great utility
f its dedicated polarimeter, which allows us to cope
ith the polarization modifications induced by differ-
nt optics. The SU5 beam line is therefore fully cal-
brated in terms of polarization capabilities, with
atisfactory circular polarization rates. To our
nowledge, these are the highest rates reported in
he VUV range. Despite some uneven efficiency
ith the photon energy, the OPHELIE crossed undu-

ator behaves as expected in terms of polarization,
ermitting complete control of the emitted polariza-
ion by manipulation of �und and �und for a given
hoton energy both in the fundamental peak and in
he harmonics.

The whole beam line, including the polarimeter, is
xpected to be transferred to the next French syn-
hrotron ring, SOLEIL, with a new 10-m-long
ariable-polarization undulator that should provide
ncreased flux associated with a faster polarization
witching speed, allowing LD and CD experiments to
e performed at a targeted frequency of 1 Hz.

We warmly thank the technical staff of the LURE,
specially the Machine Department staff, which has
een strongly involved in the commissioning of the
PHELIE and made possible its transparent opera-

ion for all the users, as well as J. L. Marlats and D.
ether for their outstanding mechanical design of the
olarimeter, D. Lefebvre, E. Labrude, and S. Denise
or the careful mounting of the polarimeter, B. Pilette
nd J. M. Berset for their help in the vacuum con-
eption of the polarimeter and its commissioning, M.
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ack for their help in the choice of the optics and their
lignment.
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